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The mental picture of a beautiful garden came into his mind. 'Mental picture' is closet in meaning

to................ .

event tree image message

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are two types of roots: base words and.............roots.

alone combining separate individual

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These two meanings are related, since we could imagine that someone who did not accept

something might throw it back. 'Since' means............... .

cause then when because

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tom is too old to.............a new language. He cannot gain good knowledge of a new language. 

master lose miss remove

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix 're-' in the word "reaction" means........... .

again not after before

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the number of speakers who learn it as a first or second language,English is the world's most

important language today.'it' refers to............

speakers language English important

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence "English is the language of several hundred million people", the noun 'people'

is.................by three adjectives.

changed modified reduced decreased

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The student skimmed over the chapter. He read it..............and noted only the main points.

slowly slightly quickly weakly

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They discussed an important issue this morning. 'Issue' means.............. .

matter tongue link pleasure

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We take trouble to prepare ourselves physically, mentally, and................for it.

emotion emotions emotional emotionally

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He got a..................for helping the children.

rewards reward rewarding rewardably

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bob's letter was couched in very unfamiliar terms. 'Couched' means................... .

rejected deleted removed expressed

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Mr. Nixon is impressed by the ................of his secretary.

efficient efficiency efficiently effective

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To predict is to...................what is going to happen or what the writer is going to say.

let guess forget refuse

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We can....................from the clues that she is right.

deduce deducible deduction deducibly

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The surrounding words and general context determine this.

This...................by the surrounding words and general context.

determine determined is determined are determine

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The study of the origin and history of words and their meanings is called..................... .

etymology sociology history geography

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentnce "The boy goes to school every day", the word 'goes' is a(n).....................verb.

rare unusual transitive intransitive

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many different types of dictionaries. The smallest is the..............or abridged dictionary.

huge large pocket big

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Because some words have more than one meaning, you must choose the one that best fits the

sentence you are reading. 'One' refers to.................... .

you word sentence meaning

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words have precise meanings and also implied, or.................., meanings.

denotative connotative real exact

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The student bought a one-volume.................of Shakespeare.

edit editorial edition editorially

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My................will now show the machine in action.

assist assisted assistance assistant

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new restaurant is highly recommended. 'Recommended' means.................... .

suggested avoided rejected recycled

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has a large...................of patterns to choose from.

vary varies variety various

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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For leisure reading we select subjects or topics that interest us. 'Select' means............... .

chance choose choice cheese

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The subject is sometimes divided into countries or regions, e.g. education in Kenya or West Africa.

'e.g.' means............... .

although since because for example

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If she read my letter, she...................here.

come comes will come would come

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The police retained the control of the situation. 'Retained' means................ .

kept lost missed forgot

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Every picture in the exhibition is...................different.

distinct distinctly distinction distinctions

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Learning is different from reading to expand your knowledge. 'Learning' in this sentence is a

(n).................. .

verb adverb gerund adjective

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The child's birth was registered locally. 'Registered' means.................... .

recorded changed refused disappeared

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Long-term memory is where once you have learned something for an adequate length of time ,

the idea can be recalled much later. 'Adequate' means................... .

less more enough fewer

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is not difficult for me to do it. I can..................finish it tonight.

ease easy easily eases

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The old ..................of this village are five thousand people.

inhabit inhabitants inhabited inhabits

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In order to..............relevant questions you must identify important points in the message.

raises raised raising raise

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Solutions to the problems are not fixed, they depend.........the subject or course being examined.

on in of off

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

God....................all the creatures.

to create creator creating created

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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He has no time to engage in such dificult problems. 'Engage in' means................... .

take take part in take after take away

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It can present you new insights of the course material as well as further study. 'As well as'

means............... .

and or but though

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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